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Generation of dc voltages by a magnetic multilayer undergoing ferromagnetic resonance

L. Berger
Department of Physics, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

~Received 14 October 1998!

We predict that a dc voltageV appears across a magnetic multilayer undergoing ferromagnetic resonance.
The voltage exists along a direction perpendicular to the layer plane. This is the magnetic analog of a photo-
voltaic cell. We calculate the rate of spin flip of conduction-electron spins, induced by the precession of the
magnetization. Also, we solve the Valet-Fert spin-diffusion equation in the various layers. The dc voltageV is
obtained by combining these two equations. For sufficiently large precession amplitude,V converges toward a
fixed value of order.\v/e.10mV, where v is the angular frequency of precession ande the electron
charge.@S0163-1829~99!04517-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, we predicted1–3 that a dc current crossing a
interface between the normal and ferromagnetic layer, in
tallic multilayers, would induce a precession of the magn
zation in the ferromagnetic layer. The presence of the sh
interface causes1 a local increase of the magnon-electron
teraction. Also, the interface acts as a source of moment
helping the conduction electrons to jump across the mom
tum gap between spin-up and spin-down Fermi surface
they emit spin waves, i.e., as they generate the preces
We call this device a SWASER. Slonczewski has propos4

a similar current-induced spin precession, as well a
switching of the magnetization between two different sta
directions. Recently, Tsoiet al.5 have obtained experimen
tal evidence of such spin precession, in a Cu/Co multila
traversed by a current normal to layers, at 4 K.

In the present work, we consider the inverse effect.
assume that an external microwave is used to excite fe
magnetic resonance at a frequencyv/2p.1 – 50 GHz in one
ferromagnetic layer of a multilayer; we predict that this p
cession of the magnetization will generate a dc volta
across the multilayer. For sufficiently large precession a
plitude, we find thatV is of order\v/e.10mV. Sloncze-
wski has recently made a similar prediction.6

We consider@Fig. 1~a!# a magnetic multilayer similar to
the one constituting the original SWASER.1 The thick layer
F1 and the thin layerF2 are ferromagnetic. The thin layerN
and the thick layerN2 are nonmagnetic. The precessing lay
is assumed to beF2 . The magnetic spins inF1 andF2 are
parallel in the absence of precession. They may be in
layer plane, or they may be pulled to the perpendicular
rection by a static field. Since a constant valueu of the
precession-cone angle is assumed in the present calcula
they apply only to the perpendicular case, strictly speak
We attach electrodes toF1 andN2 to measure the voltageV.

The system of coordinatesx,y,z@Fig. 1~a!# is such1 that x
is normal to theN2F2 interface, andz is parallel to the
magnetic spins inF1 . The origin ofx is at theN2F2 inter-
face.

In the case of the SWASER, the configuration and che
cal composition of the layers must not3 possess mirror sym
metry with respect to the median plane of the precess
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~17!/11465~6!/$15.00
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layer, if the device is to function at all. We expect the sa
to be true of the present voltage generator, and for the s
reasons.

In order to expose the multilayer to magnetic fields
microwave frequency, the multilayer may be enclosed in
waveguide. Alternatively, we may add a copper layer to
multilayer, insulated from other layers and connected to
coaxial cable; this has the advantage that resistors ca
used for impedance matching. Similar coaxial-cable in
has been used for other thin-film high-frequency magne
devices.7 Needed ac voltage in a 50V cable is estimated by
us at .0.15 V, to achieve a 30° precession cone angle
Ni81Fe19.

The skin effect inN2 is not a problem, as long as theN2

FIG. 1. ~a! Multilayer with ferromagnetic layersF1 , F2 and
nonmagnetic layersN,N2 . ~b! Spin-up and spin-down current den
sities j x

↑ , j x
↓ in F1 andN2 as a function of coordinatex. ~c! Average

spin-up and spin-down electrochemical potentialsm̄↑ ,m̄↓ in F1 and
N2 as a function of coordinatex.
11 465 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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11 466 PRB 59L. BERGER
thickness is below the skin depth. The latter is estimate
.2 mm, assuming 10 GHz and a nonmagnetic alloy of res
tivity .2031028 Vm for N2 .

In principle, we can select which layer precesses, by
ploiting possible differences in ferromagnetic resonance
quency. Instead of the layer configuration shown in F
1~a! one could use the ‘‘symmetric’’ or the ‘‘antisymmetric
ones discussed in Ref. 3, or even the ‘‘zero-curren
configuration.3

II. ELECTRON SPIN-FLIP PROCESSES IN LAYER F 2

The presence of interfaces between layers causes1 a local
enhancement of the isotropics-d exchange interaction
Hence, we assume that this interaction is dominant inF2
over other kinds of electron-magnon interactions such as
isotropics-d exchange. Also, our numerical estimates in
cate that it is dominant over spin-orbit interaction, as
source of electron spin flip inF2 , at the large precessio
amplitudes considered in the present paper.

We assume that each spin-wave mode of angular
quency v8 in F2 contains an equilibrium numbe
@exp(\v8/kBT)21#21 of quanta~magnons!, except for one
mode at the fixed angular frequencyv of an external ac
magnetic field to which the multilayer is exposed. The lat
mode contains an average numbernm of magnons, withnm
>@exp(\v/kBT)21#21. We assume a precessing layerF2 of
small dimensions, typically 3 nm31mm31mm; this ex-
cludes the possibility of many spin-wave modes of the sa
frequency. We will see in Sec. V hownm is related to the
precession-cone angleu of the spin wave.

We ignore any interaction between spin-wave modes a
ing from nonlinear effects at the large precession amplit
considered in the present paper. We introduce1 the net rate
dn↑↓ /dt of electron spin flip inF2 , from up to down, caused
by spin waves of angular frequencyv. Because of angular
momentum conservation for isotropic exchange, one mag
of energy \v is created or annihilated for every electro
spin-flip event.1 We write the usual lowest-order form fo
dn↑↓ /dt:

dn↑↓
dt

5E
2`

1`

de↑
DN

4
B↑↓ f ↑~e↑!@12 f ↓~e↑1\v!#nm

2E
2`

1`

de↓
DN

4
B↑↓ f ↓~e↓!@12 f ↑~e↓2\v!#~nm11!.

~1!

Here,DN is the density of states of conduction electron
It is estimated in layerN, because this is where most of th
norm of the wavefunction is assumed to be,1 when calculat-
ing dn↑↓ /dt. Also, e↑ and e↓ are1 the energies of spin-up
and spin-down electron states andf ↑ and f ↓ their occupation
numbers. AndB↑↓ is some positive coefficient representin
the intensity of magnon-electron coupling in the layerF2 ,
which is2 a function of the thicknessL2

x of the layer. The
factors 12 f ↑ , 12 f ↓ take into account the exclusion prin
ciple. The term11 in Eq. ~1! corresponds to spontaneou
emission of spin waves, which had been neglected in R
1–3.
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We assume1 the values off ↑ and f ↓ to be given by Fermi
functions with different electrochemical potentialsm̄↑ ,m̄↓
having the dimension of an energy:

f ↑~e↑!5@exp„~e↑2m̄↑!/kBT…11#21;

f ↓~e↓!5@exp„~e↓2m̄↓!/kBT…11#21.

Note that these electrochemical potentials are avera
over the whole Fermi surface.3 They differ because the rad
of the spin-up and spin-down Fermi surfaces are sligh
contracted and expanded, respectively.

In Refs. 1 and 2, the electrochemical potentialsm↑ ,m↓
were averaged over only halfkx.0 of the Fermi surface.
And the spin-up and spin-down Fermi surfaces were tra
lated in momentum space, by different amounts, giving r
to a differenceDm5m↑2m↓ . But that mechanism is inac
tive in the present case because the net current densij x
vanishes everywhere.

After neglecting the energy dependence ofDN andB↑↓ ,
we can evaluate the integrals in Eq.~1!:

dn↑↓
dt

5
DN

4
B↑↓H nm2FexpS Dm̄~0!1\v

kBT D21G21J
3@Dm̄~0!1\v#. ~2!

Here,Dm̄(0)5m̄↑(0)2m̄↓(0), where the argument 0 re
fers to the fact thatm̄↑ and m̄↓ are evaluated inF2 , i.e., at
x.0. The termnm corresponds to1 absorption and stimulated
emission of spin waves, and is consistent with Eq.~17! of
Ref. 1. It is the basis of the SWASER, where a sufficien
large current crossing layerF2 leads3 to Dm̄1\v,0 ~or
alternatively1,2 to Dm1\v,0!, and thus to intense stimu
lated emission of spin waves. On the other hand, the t
2$exp@„Dm̄(0)1\v…/kBT#21%21 corresponds to sponta
neous emission, and is relatively small in the SWASER or
the present work. As expected, Eq.~2! predictsdn↑↓ /dt50
if nm has the value corresponding to thermal equilibrium
temperatureT, and if Dm̄50.

So far, we have ignored the modes with angular freque
v8 different fromv. Our numerical estimates show that the
contribution todn↑↓ /dt is one tenth of that of thev mode,
for fcc cobalt at 300 K, and much less at 77 K.

The theory of spin-wave emission by a tunneling juncti
between magnetic metals, exposed to a dc voltage, is so
what similar.8,9

III. SPIN DIFFUSION IN LAYERS F 1 AND N2

As we stated in the preceding section, inF2 the dominant
spin-flip process is electron-magnon scattering, becaus
the presence of intense spin waves. On the other hand, iF1
andN2 , spin-flip scattering at solute atoms caused by sp
orbit interaction probably dominates.

Conservation of the total number of electrons inF1 and
N2 gives,10 for one-dimensional conduction

d jx
↑

dx
52

d jx
↓

dx
5

Dm̄

tsr
ce. ~3!
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We assume the multilayer to be in open circuit, so that
total current densityj x is zero everywhere:

j x
↑1 j x

↓5 j x50. ~4!

Here, c is the local electron density of states per u
volume and per spin, andtsr the conduction-electron spin
relaxation time. Andj x

↑ , j x
↓ are the spin-up, spin-down cur

rent densities. We also write Ohm’s and Fick’s laws in co
bined form j x

↑5(s↑ /e)dm̄↑ /dx, j x
↓5(s↓ /e)dm̄↓ /dx.

Combining these with Eq.~3!, we obtain

s↑
e

d2m̄↑
dx2 52

s↓
e

d2m̄↓
dx2 5

Dm̄

tsr
ce. ~5!

From this, we also obtain Aronov’s equation11

d2Dm̄

dx2 5
Dm̄

l sr
2 ; l sr5S tsr

ce2~s↑
211s↓

21! D
1/2

. ~6!

Here, s↑ ,s↓ are the spin-up, spin-down conductivitie
and l sr is the spin-diffusion length.

We solve Eqs.~3!–~6!, together with Ohm’s and Fick’s
laws, inF1 andN2 , assuming these to be infinitely thick fo
the purpose of the present calculation. Solutions in e
layer @Figs. 1~b!, 1~c!# are of the general form

m̄↑~x!5C1A↑e
6x/ l sr,

m̄↓~x!5C1A↓e
6x/ l sr,

j x
↑~x!56Dm̄~0!e6x/ l sr

celsr

tsr
,

j x
↓~x!57Dm̄~0!e6x/ l sr

celsr

tsr
, ~7!

FIG. 2. The electrochemical potential differenceDm̄(0) is plot-
ted in abscissa and the parameterM, which is proportional to inci-
dent microwave power, in ordinate. The two solid curves repres
the trajectories of the SWASER and of the dc generator in
plane, asM is changed from zero.
e

t

-

h

whereC,A↑ ,A↓ are constants having different values inF1
andN2 . The6 and7 signs beforeDm̄(0) are correlated, to
ensurej x50. For the same reason, the6 signs in the expo-
nentials are also correlated.

LayersN andF2 are assumed3 to be much thinner than a
local spin-diffusion length. Therefore, Ohm’s and Fick
laws show that the variations ofm̄↑ ,m̄↓ acrossN andF2 are
small, and can be neglected. The existence ofN andF2 may
be ignored for the present purpose, and we can talk3 of an
F12N2 interface atx.0 @Fig. 1~a!#. While m̄↑ ,m̄↓ are
nearly continuous there@Fig. 1~c!# the existence of the in-
tense spin-flip ratedn↑↓ /dt in F2 ~Sec. II! implies neverthe-
less an electron transfer between the spin-up and spin-d
currents, hence near discontinuities ofj x

↑ , j x
↓ at x.0 @Fig.

1~b!#:

j x
↑~10!2 j x

↑~20!5 j x
↓~20!2 j x

↓~10!5
e

LyLz

dn↑↓
dt

.

Here,10 and20 are slightly positive and negative value
of x, corresponding to points just outside and on oppos
sides of the very thin layerF2 . Also, Ly, Lz are the lateral
sample dimensions. The multilayer being in an open circ
we have also the conditionj x

↑(6`)5 j x
↓(6`)50. We com-

bine all these boundary conditions form̄↑ ,m̄↓ , j x
↑ , j x
↓ with

Eqs.~7!, and solve forDm̄(0) and the voltageV across the
multilayer. This voltage is defined by2eV5C(N2)
2C(F1) where C(N2),C(F1) are theC values inF1 and
N2 .

V5
a121

a111

Dm̄~0!

2e

Dm̄~0!52
~dn↑↓ /dt!~e/LyLz!

@elsr~s↑
211s↓

21!#F1
211@elsr~s↑

211s↓
21!#N2

21 .

~8!

nt
is

FIG. 3. Normalized values of dc voltageV across the multilayer,
as a function of the numbernm of spin-wave quanta~magnons! in
layerF2 , according to Eq.~12!. The voltageV is expressed in units
of (\v/2e)(a121)/(a111). Assumed parameter values are giv
in Sec. V.
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11 468 PRB 59L. BERGER
Here, the subscriptsF1,N2 refer to the layersF1 ,N2 . We
have ignored the effect of electron reflections at the vari
interfaces. We havedn↑↓ /dt.0,Dm̄(0),0,V,0. Also, a1
5d↑ /d↓ in F1.

IV. STEADY STATE OF SPIN WAVES IN F 2

We consider a steady state for spin waves inF2 , with
zero totaldnm /dt. There is an electron spin flip for eac
magnon created or annihilated inF2 throughs-d exchange
~see Sec. II!. Hence, the net ratednm /dt of the magnon
creation caused by this process is equal to the net spin
ratedn↑↓ /dt, given by Eq.~2!, with a change of sign. This
contribution represents the first part of the totaldnm /dt in
the following equation for the steady state:

05
dnm

dt
52

DN

4
B↑↓H Fnm2XexpS Dm̄~0!1\v

kBT D21C21G
3@Dm̄~0!1\v#2M J . ~9!

In addition, the microwave field of frequencyv/2p is
acting onF2 ~Fig. 1!, and creating magnons of the sam
frequency, as in ferromagnetic-resonance experiments.
rate of creation is represented in compact form by the sec
part M in Eq. ~9!. The variableM>0 has the dimension o
an energy.

We can solve Eq.~9! for nm :

nm5FexpS \v1Dm̄~0!

kBT D21G21

1
M

\v1Dm̄~0!
. ~10!
y

f

s

ip

is
nd

As expected,nm in Eq. ~10! is given by the usual Bose
Einstein formula in the special case of thermal equilibriu
with Dm̄(0)50, M50.

In the high-temperature limitu\v1Dm̄(0)u!kBT, Eq.
~10! reduces to

nm.
kBT1M

\v1Dm̄~0!
. ~11!

If the dominant quantity ‘‘pumping’’ the SWASER hap
pens to beDm̄ rather thanDm ~see Sec. II!, then Eq.~11!
applies even to a SWASER where the net current densitj x
is not zero. This equation may be used to compare
SWASER to the present spin-wave driven dc generator.
show theDm̄(0),M plane in Fig. 2. Sincenm>0 by defini-
tion in Eq. ~11!, kBT1M and \v1Dm̄(0) must have the
same sign for a physical state to exist. The region withM
,0, Dm̄(0),0 corresponds to the SWASER, and the regi
with M.0, Dm̄(0),0 to the dc generator~Fig. 2!. The ori-
gin corresponds to thermal equilibrium. The pointM5
2kBT, Dm̄(0)52\v corresponds to the threshold fo
SWASER action. As shown by Eq.~11!, the contours of
constantnM are straight lines passing through this thresh
point. The solid curves are possible trajectories of
SWASER and of a dc generator in this plane asM is changed
from zero.

V. CALCULATION OF VOLTAGE V

Considering the high-temperature limitu\v1Dm̄(0)u
!kBT, we substitute Eq.~2! into Eqs.~8! and obtain
V5
a121

a111

1

2e

kBT2nm\v

~4LyLz/eDNB↑↓!$@elsr~s↑
211s↓

21!#F1
211@elsr~s↑

211s↓
21!N2

21#%1nm
. ~12!
l
nce
r
on-

d

lly
We estimatenm from the precession-cone angleu, for a
layer F2 of dimensionsLy5Lz51 mm, L2

x53 nm, made of
fcc cobalt, by Eq.~18! of Ref. 1:

nm5S2~12cosu!n2.~S2n2 sin2 u!/2,

whereS2 is the magnitude of a localized atomic spin andn2
the number of atoms inF2 . For u530°, we findnm53.1
3107. Assuming v/2p510 GHz, then nm\v51.3
3103 eV. At T577 K, thenkBT.0.6631022 eV. Thus, the
second term usually dominates, in the numerator of Eq.~12!.

Now, we evaluate the denominator of Eq.~12!. The
magnon-electron parameterB↑↓ may be estimated roughl
by comparing our Eq.~9! to Eq. ~19! of Ref. 1. We use
DN /VN511.431046J21 m23 as for copper,1 l sr544 nm and
s↑

2152331028 Vm, s↓
2154831028 Vm in both F1 and

N2 , as for cobalt nanowires12 at 77 K. Then, the first term o
the denominator is found to be 1.203107, somewhat smaller
than the maximum possible valuenm53.13107 of the sec-
ond term, quoted above. The exact value ofB↑↓ depends on
the thickness ofF2 ; actually, both theF22N2 and N2F2

interfaces contribute2,3 to B↑↓ .
We conclude thatV approaches for largenm the

asymptotic valueV52(\v/2e)(a121)/(a111) given by
these second terms in Eq.~12!. For a1.2, v/2p510 GHz,
this value is V.26.9mV. It is shown as a horizonta
straight line in Fig. 3. The solid curve shows the depende
of V on nm predicted by Eq.~12! for 77 K and the paramete
values quoted in this section. This curve crosses the horiz
tal axis for nm.kBT/\v.161, which is thenm value for
thermal equilibrium at 77 K.

As nm increases, Dm̄(0) also approaches a fixe
asymptotic value, equal to2\v @see the first Eq.~8!#. Then,
Eq. ~2! shows that Gilbert damping disappears gradua
in F2 .
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VI. EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

Electrical conduction and spin-flip processes inF1 andN2

@Eqs. ~3!–~8!#, together with spin-wave induced spin flip i
F2 @Eqs.~2!#, may be represented by a dc equivalent circ

This circuit ~Fig. 4! is somewhat similar to an unbalance
Wheatstone bridge. The fixed term\v at the end of Eq.~2!
corresponds to the electromotive force\v/e of the battery
which powers the bridge. It pumps electrons from t
spin-up to the spin-down bands, represented by the lo
and upper parts of the circuit, respectively. Also,Dm̄(0) at
the end of Eq.~2! is represented by the actual voltag
Dm̄(0)/e between the ends of the battery link in Fig. 4. T
spin-flip ratedn↑↓ /dt in Eq. ~2! is represented by the curren
through the battery link, and nm2$exp@„Dm̄(0)
1\v…/kBT#21%21 in Eq. ~2! is represented by the recipro
cal of the internal resistanceRB of the battery.

The left-hand part of the circuit~Fig. 4! represents con
duction in layerF1 , and the right-hand part conduction
N2 . The value of each horizontal resistor is proportional
the local value of the resistivitiess↑

21 or s↓
21. The bridge is

unbalanced ifa1Þ1. On the other hand, the currents throu
the vertical resistors represent spin-orbit-induced spin-
processes inF1 or N2 , described by Eq.~3!. The resistance
of each vertical resistor is proportional to the local value
tsr.

The bridge-output wires at the extreme left and right
Fig. 4 represent the two leads connected to the external
faces ofF1 andN2 @Fig. 1~a!#, to measure in open circuit th
dc voltage across the multilayer.

This equivalent circuit may be used to better underst
our results of Eq.~12! and Fig. 3 for the voltageV. As nm
increases from its equilibrium value, the internal resista
RB of the battery decreases from infinity in the equivale
circuit. Of course, this has the effect of increasing the ac
voltageDm̄(0)/e across the battery link, from zero toward
value close to the full electromotive force\v/e of the bat-
tery. In turn, due to the bridge imbalance, the bridge out
voltageV ~Fig. 4! is some fraction (1/2)(a121)/(a111) of
that actual battery voltage. This agrees with the predicti
of Eqs.~8! and ~12!, and with Fig. 3.

FIG. 4. Equivalent dc electrical circuit for the spin-wave driv
dc generator considered in the present paper. Conduction in
spin-up and spin-down bands is represented by the lower and u
halves of the circuit, respectively. The current through the bat
corresponds to the spin-flip ratedn↑↓ /dt caused by spin waves in
F2 . The currents through the vertical resistors on the left and r
of the picture represent spin-orbit-induced spin-flip processes inF1

andN2 , respectively.
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VII. STABILITY OF SPIN PRECESSION

Spin precession during ferromagnetic resonance is sub
to several kinds of instabilities, especially at high values ou
where the equations of motion become nonlinear. One
them, called foldover, arises because there are three pos
steady-state values ofu for given field and microwave
power. Nevertheless, analytical13 and numerical14 calcula-
tions indicate that the precession can be stable evenu
values as high as 50°; one example is a flat disk of ga
with field normal to the disk plane, and with microwav
frequency slightly below the small-signal resonance f
quency. Experiments15 are in fair agreement with the predic
tions of this theory. This suggests that a steady spin p
cession withu.30°, as often assumed in the present pap
is not unreasonable.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

The main result of the present paper is found in Eq.~12!
and Fig. 3, which describe the dependence of the dc volt
V across the multilayer on the numbernm of spin-wave
quanta~magnons! in layer F2 . The latter spin waves are
excited by microwave power represented by the parameteM
in Eq. ~11!. We find that V approaches a fixed valu
2(\v/2e)(a121)/(a111).210mV for large values of
nm . Here,a1 is the ratio of spin-up and spin-down condu
tivities in the magnetic layerF1 , and v the angular fre-
quency of spin waves inF2 .

In the case of the SWASER, where spin precession
driven1 by a dc current, an extra dc voltage across
multilayer, associated with the precession, was a
predicted1 to exist. This voltage was also of order\v/e, but
was of the opposite sign to the present voltageV because the
sense of energy flow was from the current to the preces
spins, rather than the other sense.

A dc voltage\v/e is also predicted16 across a magnetic
domain wall precessing at an angular ratev. The dependence
of voltage on current is characterized17 by steps of value
\v/e for a superconducting tunneling junction exposed to
microwave of angular frequencyv. Finally, the same for-
mula gives correctly the order of magnitude of the volta
across a photovoltaic cell, even thoughv is much larger.

As in the case of a superconducting-junction volta
standard,18 the measured voltage may be amplified by co
necting several multilayers in series. Another way to incre
V is to increasev.

Juretschke and his collaborators19 have observed dc volt
ages up to 600mV in a ferromagnetic film exposed to a
intense microwave. These voltages were related to the
effect and to the anisotropic magnetoresistance in the fi
The voltage was measured between two points on a line
allel to the film plane. On the other hand, in the present pa
the two points are on a line normal to the film plane. Mor
over, the electric field~voltage per unit length! is larger in
our case by a factor.104.
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